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2x FRONT/BACK PANELS
2x SIDE PANELS

(ACRYLIC)*

1x ACRYLIC TOP PANEL

FLAT/STRAIGHT BOTTOM EDGE

TOP EDGE TABS

SIDE EDGE TABS (2X)SIDE EDGE TABS (3X)

1x Foam PVC Base Panel

PARTS LIST

NOTE: Minimum 2-person assembly required for sizes larger than 18" in any direction. 3-person assembly 
recommended for sizes larger than 36" in any direction.

Front and back panels come in a set and will be the same size. Side panels come in a set and will be the 
same size.
*If Length(L) = Width(W), the front/back and side panels will be the same

The assembly instructions are universal across all sizes.

STEP 1: Peel off protective plastic film from both sides of all the acrylic panels.

STEP 2: Identify the key features of the front/back and side panels as shown below. Each front, back and 
side panels will have one edge with 3 side edge tabs and one edge with 2 side edge tabs. Top edge tabs 
may vary based on overall size of unit. (Color coded only for reference)
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W
NO GAP

*Ensure the first panel inserted has the 
side edge with 3 tabs alligned to the left. 
Follow the same procedure for all panels.

Back Panel
Side Panel

Side Panel Front Panel

Ensure engagements of tabs

AL
AN

Note: Assemble at the desired location of the display case to avoid relocation once assembly is complete.

STEP 3: Place the foam PVC base panel on a flat surface with the cutout slot facing up. 
STEP 4: Place the display object onto the base panel (or you may place it after Step 6, before Step 7).
STEP 5: Insert 1x front panel into the cutout slot of the base. Always insert the flat/straight edge into the base.

  *See image below for details.
STEP 6: Insert 1x side panel, adjacent to the front panel inserted earlier.
STEP 7: Repeat Step 4 and Step 5 to insert the remaining back panel and the side panel.
STEP 8: Once the panels are erect, cover the case with the top panel. The top panel will lay flat once the 

  top edge tabs align into the slots of the top panel.
STEP 9: Finally, inspect the assembly and ensure all the side edge tabs are engaged and top edge tabs are 

  inserted into the top panel slots.
See illustrations below for reference.

Various Sizes Of Display Cases Shown For Reference
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